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INVITATION TO HEALTH DAY
WHEN: Wednesday, January 27, 2016 from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
WHERE: FILADELFIE Shopping Arcade (at the aquarium)
Get FREE advice from healthy lifestyle professionals. Health Day is organized by Pramen 
zdraví in cooperation with the MARANATHA civic association, which has its headquarters 
at BB Centrum.
What you can look forward to: 
Blood pressure and body fat measurements 
Calculations using the Tanita smart scale 
Lifestyle test 
Individual consultations

New MOMENTO Cafeteria at BB Centrum
MOMENTO will be opening up its second restaurant in the ALPHA Building in February. 
Just like MOMENTO DELTA, MOMENTO ALPHA will offer a wide range of high quality dishes 
prepared under the direction of head chef Martin Jiskra. They will offer not only Czech dishes, 
but also international specialities based on original recipes, as well as a daily “Vital Menu”. 

Starting in February, you can check their daily menu on their website.

ALPHA  Building
www.momentoalpha.cz 

FILADELFIE Building

FAST-RESTAURANTS DELTA & ALPHA

PLEASE HELP: Snow Removal 
From Vehicles Entering the Garages
If you are a driver who parks in one of the BB Centrum underground garages, you are 
kindly asked to ensure that the snow is completely cleaned off your car before entering 
the garage. Melting snow has a negative effect not only on your car, but also on the 
building itself. 
 
Our employees will be glad to assist you with snow removal by providing the necessary 
tools - brushes and scrapers. We appreciate your understanding.

www.bbcentrum.cz
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BALANCE CLUB BRUMLOVKA  
is Offering a Special Gift For Your Loved 
Ones - an Extended Valentine’s Weekend
 
After purchasing a gift coucher, you’ll have unlimited access to the fitness centre, pool, 
and Club spa from February 11-14, 2016, including our romantic Friday candlelight 
evening swim. Vouchers for this special 4-day membership cost CZK 990 and are valid for 
one person. 
They are available at the Club reception.

BRUMLOVKA Building
www.balanceclub.cz

NOVUS Opticians Presents The New 
Frame Collection from EMPORIO ARMANI!
EMPORIO ARMANI frames are known for their bright colors, matte surfaces, and 
comfortable shapes. The collection is designed for everyday wear, inspired by the latest 
fashion trends, combining fashion-forwardness and elegance.

Make an appointment by phone at 605 858 859 or 777 332 170,  
or by email at brumla@novusoptik.cz
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BRUMLOVKA Building
www.novusoptik.cz

CZECH POST Reopens After Renovation 

On January 19, the Brumlovka branch of Czech Post reopened after a short renovation to 
expand the number of windows from 2 to 3, and additional personnel have been added 
as well. 
 
Customers can now look forward to easier access to postal services and faster service.

BRUMLOVKA Building
www.ceskaposta.cz
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